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"Offers an innovative approach to develop interview skills."  —Workforce Diversity 


 
Interview Skills that Win the Job offers an innovative and exciting approach to developing interview skills. As well as letting you know what’s needed to succeed at interviews, it goes one important step further and demonstrates how you can prepare your own answers including exercises designed to improve your skills. People who consistently succeed at interviews are those who take the time to prepare their own answers rather than simply using answers they have read or heard elsewhere.

Whether you’re a recent school leaver or a seasoned professional, this book will show you how to prepare highly effective answers and how to deliver them in a confident manner whilst establishing that all-important rapport with interviewers.
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Personal Development for Smart People: The Conscious Pursuit of Personal GrowthHay House, 2009

	Despite promises of “fast and easy” results from slick marketers, real personal growth is neither fast nor easy. The truth is that hard work, courage, and self-discipline are required to achieve meaningful results—results that are not attained by those who cling to the fantasy of achievement without effort.
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Trends in Functional Programming: Volume 5Intellect, 2006
Covers all aspects of functional programming, both theoretical and practical, to provide a coherent overview of research's most recent developments.  This book features: language design, proof and transformation, semantics and models, implementation, applications, type systems, parallelismand distribution, performance modelling and profiling,...
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Carpentry (For Pros By Pros)Taunton Press, 2007

	Carpentry covers every important facet of residential carpentry, from framing the mudsills, walls, floors, ceilings and roof to building stairs, cabinets and other built-ins, as well as basic finish carpentry skills such as interior trim carpentry and exterior siding.

	

	For builders and remodelers, Carpentry...
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Singular Integral Equations: Boundary Problems of Function Theory and Their Application to Mathematical PhysicsDover Publications, 2008


This high-level treatment by a noted mathematician considers one-dimensional singular integral equations involving Cauchy principal values. Intended for graduate students and professionals, its coverage includes such topics as the Hölder condition, Hilbert and Riemann-Hilbert problems, the Dirichlet problem, inversion...
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Beginning AppleScript (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
Beginning AppleScript
AppleScript is being embraced as a key technology component in Mac OS® X. This powerful scripting language is designed primarily to help coordinate the operation of other programs, and is an ideal solution to general programming problems. In this comprehensive tutorial, expert author Stephen Kochan presents you with...
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Climate Change And the Economics of the World's Fisheries: Examples Of Small Pelagic Stocks (New Horizons in Environmental Economics)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2006
Research on the economic implications of climate change on fisheries has been both limited and fragmented. This volume investigates the economic consequences of pelagic fish fluctuations, in order to understand how to adapt and respond to various climate changes.     
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